
sporadic and sotto voce at first, then building - freely mix 
giggling, muttering and other vocables - express delirium from 
the outset

innocent, playful, coquette-like - take your time to 
embroider the lines with ornamentation and nuance
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attacka

emphasize beautiful vowel shapes

ACTIONS for ONE 
for Jennie

punctuated, chaotic, volatile ~ start 
softly and build to middle, then diminish 

fully expressive virtuosity, in the "grand style"

attacka, juxtapose

phonemes and vocables (ta, ka, da, ba 
and etc.), post-Webern - as "out there" 
as possible, improvise with freedom

suggested dynamic contours

tonal, expressive and reflecting operatic passages depicting birds 
and bird-like vocalization, yet freely improvised and embellished

building to greater density and complexity greatly simplified, a sketch

Graphic shapes and contours are to be used as a guide only to musically informed improvisation.  In each case, exaggerate 
techniques and approaches through a highly dramatic engagement with the materials.  What is desired is a stunning 
realization, only obtainable through the artistic engagement of a highly-trained operatic voice.  Each score system (line) 
might have a performance duration ranging from 60 seconds to 1 minute and 30 seconds ~ depending upon mood and 
inclination.   However, sectional durations may vary greatly and ad libitum.

sprinkle-in sung tones and short phrases ad libitum



Actions for One ~ Page 2

attempt as great a contrast with the first operatic 
vocalize (on page one) as possible ~ perhaps a different 
"style" ~ both are like cadenzas

in the style of art song - melancholy yet beautiful with longing fading away 

begin with emphasis on sibilance and "sss" sounds, gradually introduce vocables, proto words and 
mutterings, eventually build to a suitable level of insanity in simulacrum, with wild abandon

very beautiful singing, let the voice shine and sparkle, intermix 
shorter and longer phrases ad libitum - a long section

al niente

rst
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suddenly cut 
off at peak 
intensity

attacka
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